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Starting January 2017, new rules relating to the tax treatment of life insurance policies
will take effect. Those policies issued in 2016 or earlier will be grandfathered and
unaffected by the changes. As a result, if you are in the market for life insurance, it is
worth considering the acquisition of coverage now before the rules change.
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What is changing?
The most significant change relates to a policy’s tax exempt status. A life insurance
policy remains exempt from annual taxation if its cash value never exceeds the cash
value of the benchmark “exemption test policy”, as outlined by the Income Tax Act.
The calculation for the cash value of the benchmark exemption test policy is changing
and will lower the tax benefits of cash value life insurance policies.
For the vast majority of readers, the specific rule changes will have little meaning.
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• For individuals looking to enhance their legacy using a universal life policy, buying a
policy before 2017 may allow for potentially greater growth in cash values.
• For corporations, buying a policy before 2017 may provide greater capital dividend
account credits.
• For all applicants, universal life policies are likely to become more expensive in 2017
and beyond.
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If you are considering a whole or universal life policy and wish to explore whether
purchasing a policy is advantageous now, please reach out to our Estate Planning
Advisor Jeff Meier. Policy applications should be completed in October to ensure the
old rules apply as policies generally take several weeks to be officially in force.
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Specifically, the new rule changes include:
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• The exempt test policy changes from a 20-pay endowment at age 85 to an eight-pay
endowment at age 90.

Exchange
Rates

• A reduction in the additional deposit option for participating whole life insurance.
• Lower net cost of pure insurance and a lower collateral insurance deduction.

CAD/USD 0.755

• Higher ACB, for longer, meaning an ability to withdraw more out of the policy taxfree but also a lower Capital Dividend Account (“CDA”) credit for corporations.

USD/EUR 1.104
JPY/USD

• Changes in computing the applicable amount of investment income tax.
• A reduction in the maximum amount that may be paid into a universal life insurance policy.

103.5
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• Since our last newsletter, oil prices rallied over
15% as OPEC agreed to cut production by about
740,000 barrels per day. Despite the rally, investors
remain skeptical of the deal considering OPEC has
had a production target in place since 1998, and this
target has not been obeyed for the last five years. It
will be difficult to reign in production in Iran, Iraq
and Nigeria who wish to grow production.
• Recent polls show that Clinton has pulled ahead of
Trump following the first two presidential debates.
Trump’s performance in the polls was also impacted
by the release of audio footage wherein he made
lewd comments about women. In response to the
footage, several senior Republicans, including the
highest ranking official, Speaker of the House Paul
Ryan, have withdrawn their support of Trump.

• North West Company (NWC) and Dollar General (DG) are two ideas related to this theme.
• North West is multinational retailer with operations concentrated in northern and western Canada,
Alaska and the Caribbean under the banners Northern, Giant Tiger, AC Value Center and Cost-U-Less.
North West trades at ~17x trailing earnings, a discount to larger peers at ~18x. We believe North West
should trade at a premium to peers given the lack of competition in the remote areas North West serves
and in turn the pricing power North West maintains. The federal Liberal government is expected to boost
infrastructure and social spending in northern and aboriginal communities which should increase the
discretionary income of North West’s key customer base. Further, we see North West as being safe from
online competitors Amazon and Wal-Mart/Jet.com which pose a real threat for traditional grocery stores.
• Dollar General is the largest value retailer in the U.S. offering products priced between $1 and $10 and
targeted at low- and middle-income consumers. Dollar General trades at 16x trailing earnings relative to
other dollar store chains at ~25x. While Dollar General does not have much fairway to grow its store
count domestically, its relative valuation combined with Wal-Mart’s recent announcement that it will be
slowing store expansion, to the benefit of Dollar General and others, should result in limited downside
going forward. Dollar General’s price point should result in limited revenue losses to online competitors.
• Feel free to ask a member of our team for more information on these securities.
We will be up and running at our new location at 595 Parkside Drive (at the NE corner of Weber and Northfield) in Waterloo in
the Waterloo Corporate Campus on October 14. Please give us a call if you are scheduled for a visit and don’t know how to find
us. We look forward to serving you in our modern, elegant and conveniently located space!
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Any bond, debenture or preferred share ratings listed within this newsletter are those of DBRS (Dominion Bond Rating Service).
All rates mentioned within this newsletter are as of October 13th, 2016, unless otherwise stated. Rates have been sourced from Bloomberg. All
stock information has been sourced from Market-Q.
This newsletter has been prepared by Steele Wealth Management and expresses the opinions of the author and not necessarily those of Raymond
James Ltd. (RJL). Statistics, factual data and other information are from sources RJL believes to be reliable but their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. This newsletter is furnished on the basis and understanding that RJL is to be under no liability whatsoever in respect thereof. It is for
information purposes only and is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of securities. RJL and its officers, directors,
employees and their families may from time to time invest in the securities discussed in this newsletter. This newsletter is intended for distribution
only in those jurisdictions where RJL is registered as a dealer in securities. Any distribution or dissemination of this newsletter in any other
jurisdiction is strictly prohibited. Securities-related products and services are offered through Raymond James Ltd. Member-Canadian Investor
Protection Fund. Insurance products and services are offered through Raymond James Financial Planning Ltd., which is not a Member-Canadian
Investor Protection Fund.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the
prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in unit value
and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable
by any security holder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds and other securities are not insured nor guaranteed, their values change
frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
As the investment products listed in this newsletter may not be appropriate for everyone, a recommendation would only be made following a
personal review of an individual’s portfolio and risk tolerance.

